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Abstract

The large population of home cooks with di-
etary restrictions is under-served by existing
cooking resources and recipe generation mod-
els. To help them, we propose the task of con-
trollable recipe editing: adapt a base recipe
to satisfy a user-specified dietary constraint.
This task is challenging, and cannot be ad-
equately solved with human-written ingredi-
ent substitution rules or existing end-to-end
recipe generation models. We tackle this prob-
lem with SHARE: a System for Hierarchical
Assistive Recipe Editing, which performs si-
multaneous ingredient substitution before gen-
erating natural-language steps using the edited
ingredients. By decoupling ingredient and step
editing, our step generator can explicitly inte-
grate the available ingredients. Experiments on
the novel RecipePairs dataset—83K pairs of
similar recipes where each recipe satisfies one
of seven dietary constraints—demonstrate that
SHARE produces convincing, coherent recipes
that are appropriate for a target dietary con-
straint. We further show through human evalua-
tions and real-world cooking trials that recipes
edited by SHARE can be easily followed by
home cooks to create appealing dishes.

1 Introduction

Cooking has played an integral role in human civi-
lization and evolution for over 1.8 million years
(Wrangham, 2009). A growing population fol-
lows some form of dietary restriction (Goldberg
et al., 2017), with motivations ranging from so-
cioeconomic to medical (Shepherd et al., 1996; De-
Salvo et al., 2016). Home cooks browsing recipes
on online recipe aggregators may often encounter
an interesting recipe that does not fit their dietary
needs (e.g. vegetarianism), and would benefit from
a way to edit that recipe to fit their needs. These
restrictions are easy for users to specify, but exist-
ing recipe websites offer few options for users with

dietary constraints—even those with common re-
strictions like gluten intolerance (Table 1). We see
an opportunity to build a system to tailor recipes to
fit users’ preferences and dietary constraints.

To help such users, we introduce the task of con-
trollable recipe editing: editing a base recipe so
that it satisfies a user-specified dietary constraint
(Figure 1). Controllable recipe editing can help
home cooks of any experience level find diverse
ways to satisfy their dietary needs and help develop
interactive, personalized products like meal kits
to accommodate individual needs and preferences.
This is a challenging task: rule-based substitution
methods and existing recipe generators cannot ade-
quately account for both the dietary and structural
impacts of ingredient substitutions.

To tackle this task, we propose a System for
Hierarchical Assistive Recipe Editing (SHARE).
We first use a Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
encoder-decoder to perform multiple simultaneous
ingredient substitutions conditioned on a dietary re-
striction. We next employ a Transformer language
model to write new instructions conditioned on the
edited ingredients, using a copy mechanism (Gu
et al., 2016) to increase ingredient-step coherence.

We conduct experiments on a novel dataset of
83K recipe pairs from user-reviewed recipes on a
popular recipe site. Each pair is associated with a
dietary restriction and contains a base recipe and
a similar target recipe that satisfies the constraint.
We evaluate edited recipes via automatic metrics
to demonstrate that SHARE produces diverse and
high-fidelity recipes. We survey 672 home cooks
to assess the quality of our edited recipes compared
to human-written recipes, finding that SHARE con-
sistently produced the highest quality edits—in
the process discovering several stylistic and struc-
tural aspects that cooks evaluate when searching
for recipes. We also recruit seven home cooks to
cook 21 recipes generated from SHARE and eval-
uate both the cooking process and final product,
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Alfredo Sauce
Butter, Flour, Cream, Garlic, Parmesan, Parsley

1) Melt butter in saucepan and add flour.
2) Add garlic and saute.
3) Add cream, simmer. Add cheese and melt...

Dairy-Free “Alfredo Sauce”
Olive Oil, Cashews, Nutritional Yeast, Flour, Garlic, Parsley

1) Soak cashews overnight.
2) Heat olive oil in pan. Whisk in flour to make roux.
3) Add roux, cashews, garlic, and yeast to blender...

Butter, Flour, Cream, 
Garlic, Parmesan, Parsley
+Olive Oil
+Cashews
+Nutritional Yeast

User provides dietary constraint 
(Dairy-Free) and base recipe:

System makes 
ingredient substitutions System re-writes recipe directions

Figure 1: We investigate the task of controllable recipe editing: edit a base recipe to satisfy a given dietary restriction.

showing that such recipes are delicious, easy to
make, and satisfy dietary restrictions.

We summarize our main contributions: 1) We
propose the controllable recipe editing task to as-
sist an under-served population of home cooks
by editing recipes to satisfy their dietary con-
straints; 2) We create the novel RecipePairs
dataset—containing 83K pairs of recipes and ver-
sions thereof satisfying a dietary constraint—to
facilitate recipe editing; 3) We train a hierarchi-
cal model for controllable recipe editing (SHARE),
finding via quantitative trials, human studies, and
real-world cooking trials that SHARE creates more
coherent and constraint-respecting recipes com-
pared to strong baselines—and that home cooks
find its dishes appealing.

2 Related Work

We specifically aim to help a population under-
served by existing resources: people with dietary
restrictions. Recent works in nutritional recipe rec-
ommendation (Chen et al., 2019; Gorbonos et al.,
2018) aim to recommend generally healthier food
options. To our knowledge, while prior work has
focused on ingredient substitution or generating
recipe directions, ours is the first to examine both
to create a complete recipe. We are motivated by
work on single ingredient substitution (Yamanishi
et al., 2015; Teng et al., 2012), but our system ac-
commodates multiple simultaneous substitutions
when predicting a target ingredient set. Recent
work in recipe generation has focused on improv-
ing coherence (Bosselut et al., 2018) and ingredient
specificity (Kiddon et al., 2016). We draw from
these as well as sentence editing work that uses
retrieved prototype sequences to control generated
text (Guu et al., 2018; Hashimoto et al., 2018), to
improve conditioning on ingredients.

The editing of procedural texts like recipes
resembles conditional text generation and para-
phrase generation. Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) language models have seen success in both

fields (Keskar et al., 2019; Witteveen and Andrews,
2019), and Raffel et al. (2019) demonstrated that
such models can make use of a set of control
codes for simultaneous multi-task learning. Lee
et al. (2020) train a single model for two tasks—
ingredient extraction and recipe step generation
conditioned on the recipe directions and ingredi-
ents, respectively. A user must thus provide ei-
ther the complete set of ingredients or a full set
of directions—neither of which may be known to
home cooks looking for ways to adapt a recipe to
their individual needs. Majumder et al. (2019) ex-
plore ways to use browsing histories to personalize
recipes for cooking website users. Their model
uses these histories, a recipe name, and ingredi-
ents as input to generate personalized instructions,
but cannot be controlled to generate constraint-
satisfying (e.g. gluten-free) recipes.

3 RecipePairs Dataset

Several recipe corpora have been collected, in-
cluding the 150K-recipe Now You’re Cooking!
dataset (Kiddon et al., 2016; Bosselut et al., 2018),
Recipe1M+ (Marin et al., 2019) for cross-modal
retrieval tasks, and the Food.com (Majumder et al.,
2019) dataset. We extend the Food.com dataset,
aggregating user-provided category tags for each
of the 459K recipes—comprising soft constraints
(low-sugar, low-fat, low-carb, low-calorie) and
strict/hard dietary restrictions (gluten-free, dairy-
free, vegetarian). We compile a list of 501 ingredi-
ents that violate hard constraints following medical
website guidance,1 further filtering out any tagged
recipes that contain banned ingredients to ensure
each of our category tags is accurate.

We pair recipes into a base recipe that does not
satisfy any category (dietary constraint) and a tar-
get version that satisfies the constraint. To ensure
base and target recipes are similar, we pair recipes
by name, sampling target recipes whose name con-
tains a base recipe name (e.g. ‘healthy oat choco-

1e.g. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK310258/
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late cookie’ as a gluten-free version of ‘chocolate
cookie’). We also filtered out pairs of recipes with
low ingredient overlap, as well as manually ver-
ifying a subset of 20% of recipe pairs to ensure
quality. This process resulted in 83K total pairs in
RecipePairs comprising 36K unique base recipes
and 60K unique targets.

We split the data into 81K pairs for training and
1K disjoint pairs each for testing and validation.
The large ingredient space contributes to the diffi-
culty of the task. We normalize ingredients by strip-
ping brand names and amounts (e.g. ‘Knoxville
Farms’ or ‘1 tablespoon’) and remove rare variants,
resulting in 2,942 unique ingredients that appear
across 10+ recipes in our dataset. In Table 1, we
show the number of recipe pairs targeting each
dietary constraint and the number of banned ingre-
dients for each hard constraint.

Recipes Satisfying Dietary Restrictions To bet-
ter understand the audience that would benefit from
a recipe editing application, we first investigate how
well users of Food.com are served when searching
for recipes satisfying dietary constraints. A long
tail of dietary constraints are poorly supported by
the site. While 93% of users look for recipes that
satisfy some dietary constraint, only 43% of all
recipes satisfy a dietary restriction—the stark dif-
ference between the proportion of users looking to
follow a dietary constraint and the proportion of
recipes accommodating each constraint is seen in
Table 1. In particular, low-sugar, dairy-free, and
gluten-free recipes are lacking: collectively they
make up less than 10% of available recipes despite
one fifth of users looking for such recipes. Up to
7% of the American population suffers from a form
of gluten allergy and up to 20% opt for a gluten-free
diet (Igbinedion et al., 2017), but less than 2.5%
of recipes on Food.com are labeled as gluten-free.
Users looking for recipes that fit their requirements
may thus be discouraged from using recipe sites.

4 Task

To help home cooks discover delicious and appro-
priate recipes, we desire a system for controllable
recipe editing. A user should be able to specify
the base recipe they would like to edit and the con-
straint to satisfy. Our model should output a similar
but novel recipe that satisfies the constraint. To
perform editing on the RecipePairs corpus, we con-
sider a base recipe Rb = {Nb; Ib;Sb} comprising
name Nb, ingredients Ib, and directions Sb. This

% Users % Recipes Pairs Rules Banned

Low-Carb 71.3 16.9 19K 10 –
Low-Calorie 63.8 14.3 17K 78 –
Low-Fat 51.5 8.6 13K 55 –
Low-Sugar 21.9 2.6 6K 11 –

Vegetarian 59.9 13.3 18K 83 252
Gluten-Free 24.1 2.3 6K 18 137
Dairy-Free 19.7 1.5 4K 14 112

Table 1: For each soft (top) and hard (lower) dietary
constraint: users searching for such recipes, number
of recipes satisfying constraint, pairs in RecipePairs,
ingredient substitution rules, and prohibited ingredients.

recipe does not satisfy a dietary constraint c ∈ C
(e.g. low-fat, dairy-free). The goal of our model is
to transform the base recipe into some target recipe
Rt = {Nt; It;St} that satisfies c. In this paper
we investigate editing recipes to satisfy a single
specified dietary constraint; in future work we aim
to extend our method to accommodate multiple re-
strictions. In our System for Hierarchical Assistive
Recipe Editing (SHARE), we break the task into
two sequential parts: 1) predicting target ingredi-
ents It given the base name Nb and ingredients Ib
alongside dietary constraint c, and 2) generating
recipe directions St from the new ingredients Ît.

Why isn’t substitution enough? At first glance,
it may seem acceptable to simply replace problem-
atic ingredients with fixed substitutes. To test this,
we compiled 269 dietary substitution rules (Table 1)
from medical websites2 into the Rule baseline that
replaces all constraint-violating ingredients in a
recipe (e.g. for dairy-free, butter to margarine). In
the directions, we replace references to removed
ingredients with the substitutes (e.g. beat sugar and
butter → beat sugar and margarine). For constraint-
violating ingredients that do not have a documented
substitution, this model removes the ingredient and
all references in the text. This method struggles to
predict target ingredients (Table 2), and cannot ac-
count for subtle changes (e.g. cooking techniques)
necessary to accommodate new ingredients. In-
deed, while nutritional impacts of ingredient sub-
stitutions are easily inferred, they have intricate
effects on recipe structure and palatability. This
suggests that recipe editing is a challenging task
that cannot be solved by simple rule-based systems.

2e.g. https://www.mayoclinic.org/
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Flour Garlic Cashews

Transformer 
Encoder

<BOS> Soak the

Transformer 
Decoder

Ingredient 
Embedding

Copy Attention
Distribution

× (1 - p(gen)) × p(gen)
Vocabulary
Distribution

Decoder Hidden

“Cashews” Final Output Distribution

Figure 2: SHARE step generation module. The final hidden state at each position is used to calculate pgen, weighing
the probability of copying tokens directly from the input ingredients vs. generating from the vocabulary distribution.

5 SHARE: a Hierarchical Edit Model

We pose controllable recipe editing as a super-
vised learning task: predict a target recipe con-
ditioned on a base recipe and a provided constraint.
Our SHARE model consists of two independently
trained components for ingredient editing (Sec-
tion 5.1) and step prediction (Section 5.2). As
ingredient quantities in a recipe may vary based
on serving size, we omit exact amounts when edit-
ing ingredient lists. When asked to cook recipes
edited by our system, home cooks find it relatively
easy to decide the amount of each ingredient to use
(Section 8). To ensure that recipes produced by our
systems are 100% safe for cooks with dietary con-
straints, we can further filter edited ingredient lists
and blacklist inappropriate ingredient tokens from
being generated when using our system in the real
world. We discuss the instrumentation and impact
of filtering and blacklisting modules in Section 7.

5.1 Ingredient Editing

We pose ingredient editing as a multi-label binary
classification task: learn the likelihood of an ingre-
dient appearing in the target recipe, conditioned
on the base recipe name and ingredients as well
as a dietary constraint. First, we embed the cate-
gory ID and base recipe name via a d-dimensional
learned embedding matrix and encode them with a
d-dimensional Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
encoder. We then pass the base recipe ingredient
IDs into a d-dimensional Transformer decoder—at
each position, each layer of the decoder applies
attention over previous positions (self-attention) as
well as the encoder outputs. The decoder outputs
are projected into an |I + 1|-dimensional vector
representing logits for each ingredient in our vo-
cabulary as well as the eos token.

A typical transformer decoder predicts ingredi-
ents auto-regressively in an ordered list until the eos
token is encountered: P (Ît,k|Rb, c, Ît,<k). This

strategy penalizes for the order of ingredients, but
the ingredients used in a recipe are an un-ordered
set—butter and flour is the same as flour and butter.
To remove this order dependence when editing in-
gredients, we adopt the Set Transformer (Salvador
et al., 2019) strategy: we max-pool logits for each
ingredient in our output sequence across positions:

P (i ∈ Ît|Rb, c) ∀ i ∈ I (1)

returning the K ingredients with the highest score
overall. We ignore the eos logit in the max-pooling;
its position denotes the number of predicted ingre-
dients K.

We train the model by maximizing binary cross-
entropy (BCE) loss between the pooled ingredient
logits and ground truth:

L = − 1

|I|
∑

i∈I
I+P (i|Rb, c) + I−(1−P (i|Rb, c))

(2)
where I+ and I− indicate whether ingredient i be-
longs to the true target recipe.

We also include a cardinality loss of dimension-
ality T : the BCE loss between the eos logit at all
time steps t ≤ T compared to the ground truth (1
at position K and 0 otherwise). At inference time,
we predict K via Bernoulli sampling from the eos
logit at each position.

5.2 Step Generation

We next train a language model that takes our
edited set of ingredients as input and generates
a new set of recipe steps as a single string (Fig-
ure 2). This model has no explicit dependency on
the base recipe, allowing us to train the model on
all 459K recipes from our dataset (excluding eval-
uation pairs). We follow a conditional language
modeling setup:
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P (S|Ît) =
K∏

k=0

P (sk|sk−1 . . . s0, Ît) (3)

We represent the sequence of input ingredients
Ît via their names, joined by a comma for a total
of Kingr tokens. Each token wi is embedded in
d dimensions to form the sequence e0, . . . , eKingr ,
which is then encoded via a Transformer encoder.
We obtain a d-dimensional hidden state hk for each
position k in our directions sequence via a Trans-
former decoder that attends over previous positions
as well as the encoder outputs. These hidden states
are projected into our vocabulary space W with a
matrix tied to the input embeddings to produce a
vocabulary distribution P (sk|Ît, s<k) at each posi-
tion. While this encoder-decoder setup allows us to
perform fluent language modeling, it can struggle
to produce coherent recipes that properly make use
of input ingredients (Kiddon et al., 2016). Thus,
we propose to bias our model toward stronger in-
gredient conditioning by applying copy attention
over our input ingredient embeddings.

Ingredient Copy Attention Our model can di-
rectly copy tokens from the input ingredients se-
quence via a copy attention mechanism (Gu et al.,
2016; See et al., 2017). At each position k of our
directions, we calculate scaled dot-product atten-
tion (Vaswani et al., 2017) weights αi

k over input
ingredient tokens i using the final decoder hidden
state as query Q and a concatenation of our learned
input token embeddings as key K:

αi
k = softmax(

QKT
√
Kingr

)

Q = hk ∈ R1,d

K = [e0; . . . ; eKingr ] ∈ RKingr,d

(4)

We thus learn a distribution representing a
chance of copying an ingredient token directly from
the input sequence.

At each time-step, our model calculates a gener-
ation probability pgen ∈ [0, 1] via a learned linear
projection from the decoder output hk: pgen =
σ(W T

genhk + bgen) where σ is the sigmoid function.
We use pgen as a soft gate to choose between gener-
ating the next token from the vocabulary distribu-
tion or copying a token from the input ingredients,
giving us the final output distribution:

P (w) = pgenPvocab(w)+(1−pgen)
∑

i:wi=w

αi
k (5)

At training time, we compute cross-entropy loss
over the predicted recipe directions against the tar-
get recipe steps, minimizing the log likelihood of
the predicted sequence via the factorized joint dis-
tribution: P (S|Ît) =

∏n
j P (sk|s<k, Ît) using the

final output distribution.

6 Experimental Setup

Baselines While controllable recipe editing has
not been attempted to our knowledge, we adapt
state-of-the-art recipe generation models as strong
baselines alongside the substitution rule method
(Rule) described in Section 4. Lee et al. (2020) fine-
tuned a large language model (LM) on Recipe1M+
to extract ingredients from recipe directions and
write directions given ingredients: RecipeGPT.

We adapt RecipeGPT for multi-task editing
(MT): 1) predict target ingredients from the cat-
egory, base recipe name, and base recipe steps by
modeling the concatenated sequence [c;Nb;Sb; It];
and 2) generate target steps from the category, base
recipe name, and target recipe ingredients by mod-
eling the concatenated sequence [c;Nb; It;St].

We next fine-tune RecipeGPT for end-to-end
(E2E) recipe editing by priming the model (Keskar
et al., 2019) with a dietary constraint and base
recipe name [c;Nb] (e.g. ‘low_fat cheesecake’) to
generate target ingredients and steps in a single
sequence. E2E is twice as efficient as MT and
simultaneously predicts ingredients and steps.

We also investigate a form of prototype editing
in our end-to-end model, by treating the full base
recipe as a prototype which needs to be edited to
accommodate a constraint (E2E-P). While meth-
ods for sentence editing use a latent edit vector in
addition to a prototype sentence (Guu et al., 2018),
we prime our model with the fully specified base
recipe ([c;Nb; Ib;Sb]) in addition to the category to
predict ingredients and steps of an edited recipe.

Evaluation Metrics We first compare SHARE
to baseline models via quantitative experiments on
RecipePairs. To measure fidelity of edited ingre-
dient lists against ground truth, we calculate Jac-
card similarity (IoU) and F1 scores (Salvador et al.,
2019), and precision and F1 for insertions and dele-
tions. To measure step fidelity, we compare the
workflow of two recipes via Normalized Tree Edit
distance (NTED) between structured ingredient-
cooking-action tree representations (Chang et al.,
2018). These trees have ingredients as root nodes,
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Insertion Deletion

Model IoU F1 F1 Prec. F1 Prec.

Rule 22.2 33.9 1.2 2.1 18.4 42.0
MT 31.6 45.8 25.6 28.9 69.5 82.4
E2E 29.5 43.2 21.1 26.8 69.5 79.9
E2E-P 30.6 44.7 26.2 29.5 73.2 81.0
SHARE 33.0* 47.5* 26.7 35.2* 66.1 83.2

Table 2: Fidelity of edited ingredient lists when com-
pared to target recipe ingredients, in terms of overall
IoU/F1 and insertion/deletion F1 and precision. SHARE
creates significantly (p < 0.05) higher fidelity edits
compared to baselines.

with intermediate nodes drawn from a curated set
of 259 lemmatised cooking action verbs.

We measure the fluency of generated directions
via ROUGE-L (Lin and Och, 2004), a metric that
assesses n-gram overlap between edited and gold
recipe texts. We measure diversity via the percent-
age of distinct bigrams (D-2) across edited recipes.
To assess whether edited recipes are appropriate
given the target dietary constraint, we extract all
ingredient mentions from recipe directions to flag if
ingredients in the edited ingredients list and direc-
tions violate the target constraint. We also conduct
a human study to critique generated recipes from
each model and real-world cooking trials where
home cooks follow recipes generated by SHARE
to produce dishes (Section 8).

7 Results

RQ 1: How accurately does SHARE edit ingre-
dient lists? In Table 2 we compare edited ingre-
dient lists to ground truth. Ingredient substitution
is a challenging task—human-written substitution
rules lack the coverage and flexibility required to
accurately edit recipes to satisfy dietary constraints.
SHARE outperforms all baselines in overall edit-
ing accuracy (IoU and F1). We find that correctly
adding ingredients is significantly more challeng-
ing than removing inappropriate ingredients, with
our approach achieving the highest precision in
both cases. Baseline LM methods (MT, E2E, E2E-
P) predict new ingredients from the vocabulary of
English language tokens. SHARE instead separates
the ingredient- and step-editing tasks in the hierar-
chical pipeline, predicting ingredient sets from a
known ingredient space. This approach allows us
to learn how specific ingredients interact in context
of a recipe and dietary restrictions.

ROUGE ↑ NTED ↓ D-2 ↑
Rule 20.3 ± 11.5 0.623 ± 0.072 24.48
MT 23.3 ± 9.1 0.618 ± 0.073 7.28
E2E 21.2 ± 8.9 0.621 ± 0.074 10.13
E2E-P 23.0 ± 9.1 0.621 ± 0.068 7.67

SHARE 22.6 ± 7.4 0.611 ± 0.065* 13.04
Paired Data 22.2 ± 7.2 0.614 ± 0.063 13.13
No Copy Attn. 20.2 ± 7.5 0.622 ± 0.065 12.04

Table 3: Fluency (ROUGE), fidelity (NTED), and di-
versity (D-2 %) metrics for edited recipe directions.
SHARE creates significantly (p < 0.05) more struc-
turally similar recipes to the target.

RQ 2: How reasonable are the recipe steps gen-
erated by SHARE? We measure recipe direc-
tion quality in terms of fluency, diversity, and fi-
delity (Table 3). Here again, the Rule baseline’s
tendency to simply remove ingredient references
not found in human-written substitution rules hurts
recipe coherence. Despite other baselines leverag-
ing large pre-trained LMs, no model reports sta-
tistically significantly better ROUGE scores than
all alternatives. We confirm observations from
Baheti et al. (2018) and Majumder et al. (2019)
that n-gram metrics like ROUGE correlate poorly
with human judgment (Section 8). Our hierarchi-
cal ingredient-to-step generation format explicitly
decouples the base recipe and edited instructions,
allowing SHARE to create more diverse recipes
than large LM baselines (+3-5% bigram diversity).
We do not require paired data and can train SHARE
on all 400K+ recipes from Food.com; we find that
a variant trained only on the same paired corpus
(Paired Data) still out-performs baselines for di-
versity and fidelity. Thus, independent of corpus
size, our hierarchical approach allows our step gen-
erator to learn that many dishes can be cooked
from the same ingredients—reflecting the many
satisfactory ways of editing a recipe to fit a di-
etary constrain—and addresses a flaw we observe
with existing recipe aggregators: a lack of diverse
recipes satisfying dietary constraints.

SHARE generates recipes that are not only di-
verse but also high-fidelity: when comparing work-
flows between generated recipes and ground truth it
significantly out-performs all baselines (p < 0.05),
producing recipes that are the most structurally sim-
ilar to gold (lowest average NTED). This reflects
how our hierarchical step generator is trained to
generate recipes conditioned solely on input ingre-
dients and suggests that it best learns how human
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Model Dairy Gluten Vegetarian Overall

Rule 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MT 20.55 32.89 10.24 17.23
E2E 39.73 46.05 21.46 30.51
E2E-P 10.96 34.21 4.88 12.43
SHARE 4.11 9.21 0.00 2.82

Table 4: Percent of edited ingredients lists violating
target hard dietary restrictions (before filtering).

cooks make use of a given set of ingredients. We
also confirm the importance of our ingredient copy
attention module, as a pure Transformer encoder-
decoder (No Copy Attn.) edits recipes with signif-
icantly worse structural fidelity.

RQ 3: How well does SHARE satisfy dietary
constraints? Previous work in recipe generation
has focused on writing recipe steps; we aim to
instead create complete recipes satisfying a user’s
dietary constraints. As some human-written recipes
satisfying a soft constraint (e.g. low-sugar) nonethe-
less judiciously use unhealthy ingredients (e.g. corn
syrup), we analyze strict dietary constraints: dairy-
free, gluten-free, and vegetarian recipes. Violating
such constraints can often result in health risks, so
we track the percentage of edited recipes that use
prohibited ingredients (from Section 3).

SHARE makes significantly more appropriate
edits to ingredient lists compared to alternatives
(Table 4), with less than 3% of edited recipes con-
taining a prohibited ingredient in its ingredients
list. Recipe directions, however, are generated as
unstructured text by SHARE and LM baselines and
can reference problematic ingredients not in the
ingredients list. As such, we identify ingredient
references in generated steps, and find a 4.5-6.5%
violation rate (Table 5).

Even if SHARE generates appropriate recipes
>95% of the time, a 4.5% chance of generating a po-
tential dangerous recipe edit remains unacceptable
for production use. Filtering out prohibited ingre-
dients from the ingredients list helps reduce the
incidence of bad references for SHARE, while it
has no impact on other LM baselines. This further
suggests our approach conditions more strongly on
input ingredients when writing steps compared to
RecipeGPT-based methods. We can further remove
all problematic ingredient references by setting the
likelihood of prohibited ingredient sequences to
zero during step generation.

Model Dairy Gluten Vegetarian Overall

Rule 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MT 6.85 22.37 0.49 6.50
+Filter 6.85 22.37 0.49 6.50

E2E 13.70 10.53 0.00 5.08
+Filter 13.70 10.53 0.00 5.08

E2E-P 6.85 14.47 0.98 5.08
+Filter 6.85 14.47 0.98 5.08

SHARE 6.85 14.47 0.00 4.52
+Filter 4.11 11.84 0.00 3.39

Table 5: Percent of edited recipe directions referencing
ingredients that violate target hard dietary restrictions.

Performance vs. Efficiency In addition to out-
performing baseline models for recipe editing,
SHARE is much smaller than such models, with
12.5M learnable parameters compared with 124M
(~10x larger) for RecipeGPT-based models. Its
smaller size confers additional benefits: it takes
on average 3.9s to generate a recipe from E2E-P
and MT, while it takes on average only 0.9s (4.3x
faster) for SHARE. Thus, a hierarchical approach
to controllable recipe editing accommodates the
training of lightweight models for each sub-task
that can serve users with acceptable latency.

8 Human Studies and Discussion

While automatic metrics can help gauge recipe ap-
propriateness, we need human studies to accurately
determine whether a recipe—a series of actions per-
formed on a set of ingredients—can be followed.

Human Evaluation We randomly sampled eight
recipes for each constraint, with each crowd-
sourced judge—home cooks familiar with our di-
etary constraints—given the ground truth and ver-
sions edited by each model (total 336 recipes); each
recipe was reviewed by two different judges to de-
termine if it violated the target dietary constraint
along with providing additional written feedback.
Evaluators were presented with a single recipe at a
time in random order and were not told the source
of each recipe.

We report strong inter-annotator agreement for
constraint violation, with a Kendall’s Tau (Kendall,
1938) value of 0.762. We find a significant dif-
ference in the constraint violation rate between
models (p = 0.013) via a χ2 test, with SHARE
generating the most appropriate outputs across con-
straints. Some evaluators noted violations of strict
constraints, but further inspection revealed these
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Issue Gold Rule MT E2E E2E-P Ours

Constraint 10.7 15.2 14.3 24.1 8.9 8.0
Unlisted 7.1 22.3 14.3 12.5 14.3 7.1
Naming 4.2 2.1 0.0 2.1 10.4 6.3
Detail (S) 4.2 14.6 6.3 8.3 8.3 6.3
Detail (I) 2.1 0.0 4.2 4.2 6.3 2.1

Table 6: Issues in edited recipes identified by human
evaluators (%): constraint violation, unlisted ingredi-
ents, inconsistent naming, lacking step details, lacking
ingredient details.

to be safe (e.g. eggs do not trigger dairy allergies).
Soft constraint satisfaction remains subjective: a
low-carb diet may allow all types of carbs in mod-
eration or disallow specific types (e.g. complex
starches). Thus, even some ground truth and Rule
baseline recipes can violate a target soft constraint.

77 judges provided extra written feedback, and
we used qualitative thematic coding (Gibbs, 2007)
to identify common themes (Table 6). In 13% of
recipe directions, judges noticed references to in-
gredients not mentioned in the ingredients list (Un-
listed ingredient). In ground truth recipes, this
can comprise optional flavorings (e.g. salt) and gar-
nishes (e.g. fruits), while LM baselines often refer-
ence unlisted, substantive ingredients (e.g. vegeta-
bles and starches). SHARE consistently produced
recipes with fewer unlisted references compared to
baselines.

Other feedback reflected how stylistic prefer-
ences affect perceptions of recipe quality. Several
judges felt it confusing when an ingredient was re-
ferred to by a synonym or general phrase (Inconsis-
tent naming: e.g. cheddar referred to as cheese, or
mentions of both cilantro and coriander). In 5% of
recipes (including ground truth), judges asked for
more detail in the instructions or ingredients (Lack-
ing detail). Some judges wondered whether listed
ingredients were pre-processed or raw, and others
wanted to know specific utensils and dimensions
for manipulating (e.g. folding) or cutting ingredi-
ents.

Cooking Study Ultimately, one can best judge
recipe quality by attempting to cook the dish.
We recruited seven home cooks with 3+ years of
cooking experience, each tasked to cook 3 ran-
dom recipes edited by SHARE (total of 21 differ-
ent recipes covering all seven dietary constraints).
Cooks were instructed to follow recipes exactly,
recording 1) how complete the recipe was (i.e. miss-
ing ingredients/steps); 2) how difficult it was to

Base (Chicken Dijon) SHARE (Low-Calorie)

Butter, Chicken, Chicken
broth, Dijon mustard,
Flour, Light cream, Onion,
Pepper, Salt, Wine

Chicken, Dijon mustard,
Flour, Pepper, Salt, Carrot,
Garlic, Mushroom, Soy
sauce. Butter, Chicken
broth, Light cream, Onion,
Wine

1) Sprinkle chicken breasts
with onion powder, lemon
pepper, salt.
2) Saute the chicken in the
butter for 20 min, or cooked
through.
3) Remove chicken to a
platter and keep warm.
4) Measure pan juices and
chicken broth for 1 cup.
5) Return the stock mixture
to the pan and add wine.
6) Stir together the light
cream and flour till smooth.
7) Add to the broth, cook,
stir till smooth, thickened
and bubbly.
8) Stir in the dijon mustard,
stir till smooth.
9) Return the chicken to pan
or serve the sauce separately.

1) Preheat oven to 350 f.
2) Place chicken breasts,
breast side up, in a shallow
roasting pan.
3) Combine soy sauce,
mustard, garlic and salt.
4) Brush over both sides
of the chicken breasts.
5) Bake for 40 minutes.
6) Meanwhile, heat a
small sauce-pan over
medium heat.
7) Stir in carrots, pepper,
and mushrooms.
8) Cook and stir 5 minutes.
9) Stir in flour.
10) Pour over chicken
and bake for extra 10 mi-
nutes until cooked through.
11) Serve chicken with
carrots and sauce.

Table 7: SHARE creates a low-calorie version of
Chicken Dijon (left: original). Italics and strike through
denote added and removed ingredients respectively.

infer ingredient amounts; 3) overall difficulty of ex-
ecution; and 4) if the recipe was appropriate for its
target category. Table 7 shows an example recipe.

No cooks reported difficulties following any
recipe. In 90% of the cases, cooks reported us-
ing ‘common sense’ or ‘cooking experience’ to
‘easily’ infer ingredient amounts. All cooks agreed
that the recipes received were appropriate for their
dietary constraint. The most common (19%) com-
plaint among cooks was that the final dish did not
resemble the base recipe name. This suggests that
there is room for our models to better learn specific
textures, shapes, and techniques associated with
different food types—while SHARE edits recipes
in constraint-respecting and diverse ways, they may
surprise user in the process (e.g. editing curries into
stews). Ultimately, we demonstrate that SHARE
can successfully create recipes that not only satisfy
a specified dietary constraint but are delicious and
easily followed by home cooks.

8.1 Remaining Challenges

As our step predictor depends solely on input in-
gredients, it can mix cooking techniques to change
the form of the edited dish (e.g. casserole in place
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of pasta or stew in place of curry). While we exper-
imented with including the original recipe name as
an input during our step generation process, in pre-
liminary experiments we found that including the
name increased the rate of copying unsatisfactory
(i.e. using original ingredients or text that violated
the target dietary constraint) passages from the base
recipe, similar to baselines.

To better serve cooks who crave specific dishes,
we hope to extend our work in the future by learn-
ing structured representations of recipes (Bosselut
et al., 2018) and generating recipe instructions as
procedural directed graphs (Mori et al., 2014) in-
stead of raw text.

Cooks from different cultural contexts often ex-
hibit different patterns of preferences and require-
ments in their desired recipes (Zhang et al., 2019),
and in the future we hope to extend our work to
controllable recipe editing using more subtle traits
such as cuisines (e.g. making a Chinese version of
meatloaf).

9 Conclusion

In this work, we propose the task of controllable
recipe editing and present a System for Hierarchi-
cal Assistive Recipe Editing (SHARE) to tackle
this task in the context of dietary constraints. On a
novel dataset of 83K pairs of recipes and versions
that satisfy dietary constraints, we demonstrate that
this is a challenging task that cannot be solved with
rule-based ingredient substitutions or straightfor-
ward application of existing recipe generators. We
show that SHARE can edit recipes to produce co-
herent, diverse versions that accommodate desired
dietary restrictions. Human evaluation and cooking
trials also reveal that SHARE produces feasible
recipes that can be followed by home cooks to cre-
ate appealing dishes. In the future, we aim to lever-
age recipe workflows to generate flow graphs (Mori
et al., 2014) and explore editing recipes to accom-
modate more complex preferences like cuisines.

Limitations

We have demonstrated that SHARE can edit recipes
in ways that are more human-like and appropriate
compared to human-written substitution rules or
state-of-the-art recipe generation models. In this
section, we highlight several limitations and con-
tinued challenges facing our SHARE approach and
the task of assistive recipe editing.

Recipe Coherence While recipes can be re-
garded as structured instruction sets, they are writ-
ten as natural text. Neither SHARE nor other lan-
guage generation approaches for recipe generation
can guarantee that their output will produce edible
food or that directions make sense in context and
in order. Bosselut et al. (2018) explore training
models to understand procedural text by predicting
state changes between mentioned ingredients, but
report substantial room for improvement in accu-
racy for generating directions. In human evalua-
tion we find that recipes generated by SHARE are
readable and understandable by human judges and
home cooks, but there remain opportunities to im-
prove coherence. In future work we hope to frame
recipe generation as a structured graph generation
problem to enable coherence constraints (e.g. flour
and water must be combined to form dough before
it can be rolled) during the generation process.

Recipe Safety Similar to coherence, the natural-
text modality of our recipe inputs and outputs raises
the possibility of unsafe ingredients being written
into the recipe directions (e.g. butter being men-
tioned in a dairy-free recipe). We demonstrate in
Tables 4 and 5 that SHARE creates safer, more
appropriate recipes than other generation methods,
but a small risk remains. As such, we caution
against naive usage of recipe editing models (in-
cluding SHARE), and stress the importance of man-
ual inspection and review of edited recipes—either
by the home cooks themselves or a team of review-
ers if such a model is used as part of a service.

Ingredient Quantities While SHARE can pre-
dict which ingredients to use and how to make use
of them, like previous work in recipe generation
(Lee et al., 2020; Majumder et al., 2019; Marin
et al., 2019; Bosselut et al., 2018; Kiddon et al.,
2016) it does not output amounts or units. We
found in human evaluations that judges could read
and understand recipes without units or quantities
given, and home cooks with some experience could
easily infer ingredient quantities. However, predict-
ing ingredient quantities remains an important chal-
lenge to make assistive technologies more accessi-
ble for beginner cooks, as mis-inferring ingredient
ratios (e.g. sugar and butter) can have negative taste
and textural impacts on cooking results (Hyo-Gee
et al., 2004). In future work we will explore the
ratio of pairs of ingredients within a recipe.
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A Additional Experimental Details

The SHARE ingredient model comprises a 6-layer
Transformer encoder-decoder with a hidden size
of 128. The step generator comprises an 8-layer
Transformer encoder-decoder with a hidden size
of 256 and a 64-dimensional factorized token em-
bedding (Lan et al., 2020). We train models us-
ing the LAMB optimizer (You et al., 2020), fine-
tuning baseline models for 10 epochs and training
SHARE for up to 100 epochs. We generate recipe
steps via greedy sampling. We report results for
the median of three experiments. Model training
and fine-tuning hyperparameters was determined
through a small-scale grid search for learning rate
[1e− 2, 1e− 3, 1e− 4].

B Dataset and Code

We use the Food.com recipe data only for academic
non-commercial research purposes and the data
remains under copyright of the original authors.
Food.com is a primarily United States-based En-
glish recipe aggregator website. We do not track
user demographics.

We do not use user-names, user IDs, or other
personally identifiable information. We only make
use of recipe ingredient lists, instruction sets, and
dietary restriction tags are used to train SHARE.
All statistics reported are in aggregate; we do not
and will not store or release any user activity data
as part of this paper.

We will release the RecipePairs dataset and code
for SHARE under the MIT license3.

C Human Evaluation and Study Details

Human Evaluation We recruited evaluators us-
ing the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform, restrict-
ing to native English speakers with a 99% accep-
tance rate.4 We included a message on the evalua-
tion page indicating the purpose of the task was for
a research study. The platform affords workers an
option to reject the task. Judges were home cooks
familiar with our dietary constraints: on average,
they reported cooking 6.3 meals per week, with
68.3% of them ‘sometimes’, ‘often’, or ‘always’
eating food satisfying the target dietary constraint.
We did not track judge demographics other than
dietary constraint familiarity and cooking experi-
ence. Evaluators were asked the question “Does

3https://github.com/shuyangli94/share-recipe-editing
4https://www.mturk.com/
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Ingredients In Progress Final Dish

Gluten-Free 
Meat Pie

Dairy-Free 
Curry Shrimp

Low-Calorie 
Chicken Dijon

Figure 3: Cooked dishes following our model-edited
recipes.

this recipe use ingredients that violate the dietary
constraint?” and further asked to provide free-form
textual feedback if any.

Cooking Study Home cooks were recruited from
university student populations in the United States,
with the requirement of fluent or native English
writing and reading comprehension skills. Cooks
were informed that the purpose of the cooking
study was for academic research, and given an
opportunity to decline to cook any of the recipes
assigned—no cooks chose to decline. Cooks were
asked for dietary restrictions and food allergies, and
instructed to stop cooking and provide feedback
without further action if they felt any health-related
risks. Two cooks were vegetarian, and two other
cooks were dairy-intolerant (lactose intolerance).
Several cooks took pictures of the cooking process,
with three such sets of photos displayed in Figure 3.

D Additional Recipe Examples

We present several additional representative sam-
ples of recipes edited using the E2E-P, MT, and
SHARE models.

In Table 8, our models were asked to produce
a low-fat version of Squash Casserole. All three
recipes were able to identify high-fat items from the
base recipe (stuffing mix, cream of chicken soup,
margarine, sour cream) and remove them. Here we
see that human-written recipes can also incorporate
ingredients not found in the original ingredients list
(e.g. cheese to top the casserole).

In Table 9, our models produced dairy-free ver-
sions of Tofu Tikka Masala, a dish of tofu in a
creamy curry sauce. We observe that large lan-
guage models like those used for E2E-P and MT
can often reference extraneous ingredients because

they match common phrases or patterns in general
cooking language—the MT model does not include
yogurt in the ingredients list but still uses it in the
recipe directions. Interestingly, the hierarchical
model eschews tofu in favor of shrimp, making a
dairy-free creamy shrimp curry.
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Table 8: An example of controllable recipe editing. We ask our E2E-P, MT, and SHARE models to create a low-fat
version of Squash Casserole (base recipe on left). Italics and strike through denote added and removed ingredients
respectively.

Base (Squash Casserole) E2E-P (Low-Fat) MT (Low-Fat) SHARE (Low-Fat)

Cream of chicken soup, Egg,
Herb stuffing mix, Margarine,
Onion, Sour cream, Squash

Onion, Squash, Basil,
Garlic, Mushroom,
Parmesan, Pepper, Salt
Tomato, Zucchini
Cream of chicken soup,
Egg Herb stuffing mix,
Margarine, Sour Cream

Egg, Onion, Squash,
Breadcrumb, Butter, Cheddar,
Milk, Pepper, Salt
Cream of chicken soup,
Herb stuffing mix, Margarine,
Sour cream

Egg, Onion, Squash,
Breadcrumb, Cheddar,
Pepper, Salt, Zucchini
Cream of chicken soup,
Herb stuffing mix,
Margarine, Sour cream

1) Combine soup, sour cream
and eggs.
2) Fold into squash and onion.
3) Melt butter and pour over
stuffing mix.
4) Line bottom of 9x13-inch
pyrex bowl with 1/2 of
stuffing mix.
5) Pour squash mix in bowl and
top with other 1/2 of stuffing.
6) Bake at 350° for 30 to
40 minutes.
7) Turn oven off and sprinkle
with grated american cheese
and leave in oven to melt.

1) Preheat oven to
350 degrees.
2) Spray a 2 quart
casserole dish with
nonstick cooking spray.
3) In a large bowl,
combine all
ingredients except
parmesan cheese.
4) Pour into prepared
casserole dish.
5) Sprinkle with
parmesan cheese.
6) Bake for 30 minutes.

1) Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
2) Cook squash in boiling water
until tender.
3) Drain well.
4) Mash squash.
5) Add butter, milk, salt, pepper,
onion, egg, and 1/2 cup of cheese.
6) Mix well.
7) Pour into a greased 2 quart
casserole dish.
8) Combine bread crumbs,
remaining 1/2 cup cheese, and
melted butter.
9) Sprinkle over squash mixture.
10) Bake for 30 minutes.

1) Preheat oven to
350 degrees.
2) Combine ingredients
except for cheese.
3) Pour mixture into
greased casserole dish.
4) Bake for 40 minutes or
until lightly browned.
5) Top with cheese, return
to oven for a minute.
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Table 9: An example of controllable recipe editing. We ask our E2E-P, MT, and SHARE models to create a
dairy-free version of Tofu Tikka Masala (base recipe on left). Italics and strike through denote added and removed
ingredients respectively.

Base (Tofu Tikka Masala) E2E-P (Dairy-Free) MT (Dairy-Free) SHARE (Dairy-Free)

Chili powder, Coriander,
Garlic, Ginger, Jalapeno
chile, Lemon juice, Onion,
Salt, Soymilk, Turmeric,
Vegetable oil, Yogurt

Coriander, Garlic, Ginger,
Onion, Salt, Turmeric,
Vegetable oil, Bean,
Cinnamon, Cumin,
Pepper, Tomato, Water
Chili powder, Jalapeno chile,
Lemon juice, Soymilk,
Yogurt

Chili powder, Coriander,
Garlic, Ginger, Lemon
juice, Onion, Salt,
Turmeric, Vegetable oil,
Cumin, Pepper, Tofu,
Water Jalapeno chile,
Soymilk, Yogurt

Coriander, Garlic, Ginger,
Onion, Salt, Turmeric,
Vegetable oil, Coconut milk,
Cumin, Curry, Masala, Pea,
Pepper, Rice, Shrimp,
Tomato, Water Chili powder,
Jalapeno chile, Lemon juice,
Soymilk, Yogurt

1) Mix together lemon
juice, ginger, garlic, green
chili, half of the cilantro,
chili powder, salt, and tofu.
2) Cover and leave to
marinate for an hour.
3) Heat oil in a pan and
cook onions for 5 minutes
on medium heat until
translucent.
4) Add turmeric powder,
yogurt, soymilk and the
remaining cilantro.
5) Stir for a few minutes
until sauce thickens.
6) Add the tofu mixture
into the sauce and cook
for 5 minutes on medium.
7) Adjust seasoning.
8) Serve garnished with
fresh cilantro with your
choice of indian nan
bread or heated rice.

1) Heat oil in large skillet
over medium heat.
2) Add onion and cook
until softened, about
5 minutes.
3) Add garlic and ginger
and cook for 1 minute.
4) Add tomatoes, water,
cumin, coriander, turmeric,
cinnamon, and cayenne
and bring to a boil.
5) Reduce heat and simmer
for 10 minutes.
6) Add tofu and simmer
for 10 minutes.
7) Season with salt and
pepper.

1) To make the marinade,
combine the lemon juice,
water, oil, garlic, ginger,
cumin, coriander, turmeric,
salt, and pepper in a bowl.
2) Add the tofu and toss
to coat.
3) Cover and refrigerate
for at least 1 hour or up to
overnight.
4) For sauce, combine
yogurt, cilantro, green
onions and garlic.
5) Cover and refrigerate.
6) Preheat the oven to 350.
7) Heat the oil in a large
skillet over medium-high
heat.
8) Add the tofu and cook,
stirring occasionally, until
browned, about 5 minutes.
9) Transfer to a baking
sheet and bake until the
tofu is cooked through,
10 minutes.
10) To serve, spoon tofu
onto plates and top
with sauce.

1) Heat the oil in a skillet.
2) Stir-fry cumin until
fragrant.
3) Add the onions and
saute until they start
to turn translucent.
4) Add in the turmeric,
garam masala and cayenne
and saute until fragrant,
about 1 minute.
5) Stir in the curry powder.
6) Stir in the coconut milk.
7) Add the water and
tomatoes, bring to a boil,
then simmer.
8) Cover and cook, stirring
occasionally, until the rice
is tender, about 30 minutes.
9) Stir in the peas, salt, and
pepper, then cover the pan.
10) Simmer until the peas
are just tender, about
5 minutes.
11) Stir in the shrimp and
simmer for 3 to 4 minutes.
12) Stir in the chopped
cilantro, and season with
salt and pepper.
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